Abstract: Despite the widespread embrace of the Internet and the second-nature way we each turn to Google for information, to social media to interact with our friends, to netporn and Netflix for recreation, film and television tells a very different story. On screen, a character dating online, gaming online or shopping online invariably serves as a clue that they're somewhat troubled: they may be a socially excluded nerd at one end of the spectrum, through to being a paedophile or homicidal maniac seeking prey at the other. On screen, the Internet is frequently presented as a clue, a risk factor and a rationale for a character's deviance or danger. While the Internet has come to play a significant role in screen narratives, an undercurrent in many depictions -in varying degrees of fervour -is that the Web is complicated, elusive and potentially even hazardous. This paper focuses on some of the persistent negative frames used in portrayals of the Internet and examines how, and why, they recur. This paper focuses on four technophobic frames including dehumanisation, the Internet as a badlands, the Web as possessing inherent vulnerabilities and the cyberbogeyman. Explanations for the popularity of these frames -notably as grounded in the mandates of filmmaking -are also proposed.
Introduction
The link between Asperger's, computer use and dehumanisation is a topic specifically addressed by Nugent:
The form of social awkwardness that Asperger's engenders is machinelike... it means that their social awkwardness is created by difficulty in reading the kind of human communication that machines also find difficult to read (facial expression, eyes, tone of voice) (Nugent 2008: p. 145) .
While an assumed lack of emotions is a common screen hint to Asperger's -in "The Proton Transmogrification" episode of The Big Bang Theory for example, Howard (Simon Helberg) says to Sheldon, following the death of Sheldon's mentor, "You're being so quiet. Are you upset or are you just rebooting?" -more commonly this idea is presented via a lack of emotionality in speech. In research on the syndrome, often mentioned is vocal flat-affect (Attwood 1998) . A computer user on screen often sounds different, sounds monotonous, to those around them: speech patterns are a way to establish that a character is different while also framing them as specifically machinelike, or even computerlike, thus at least partly dehumanised. In other narratives, dehumanisation is taken to more extreme ends. Mary Shelley's 1818 book Frankenstein is often considered the reference point for technology-outof-control narratives; the book in fact, gets name-checked in modern Internet era narratives including The Cyberstalking and Ex-Machina to hint to the danger apparent when humans and technology blurs. The thriller Virtuosity (1995) for example, imagined a dystopia where personality attributes -notably those of serial killers -could be uploaded into cyberspace and then get downloaded into a single, real-life homicidal maniac. Virtual reality presentations provide another means for the man-machine blur to play out. In The Cyberstalking for example, the software begins to adapt and write its own code leading to physical crimes playing out in cyberspace. In the much earlier narrative, The Lawnmower Man (1992) , via the use of virtual reality software, a rape is facilitated within the "game": seemingly, people act differently -and, notably, more criminally -when the technology enables it.
The fear of dehumanisation is a paranoia that has haunted each new technology -from production lines (Jordan 1968) and television (Mittell 2010) through to supermarket self check-outs (Stephens 2013 ) -the moment they get launched. While dehumanisation is a concern in portrayals of the Internet because it muddies understandings and enthusiasm about new technologies and helps to perpetuate unflattering stereotypes of users (Rosewarne 2016a) , the why of the endurance of this fear is worth examining. For a narrative to be scary, While, as discussed in this paper, personhood can indeed be threatened by forces connected to, or merely assumed as connected to the Internet, dehumanisation provides a very specific kind of threat useful in a narrative. By presenting technology as able to somehow fuse with humanity, two plausible threats are created: one, that in becoming less human, we lose our rights, our authority and our status thus potentially become a subordinate species; and two, that humans may becoming threated by a new species that is smarter and stronger than us.
All narratives make use of well-established storytelling devices. For those with the Internet as a key theme, the Internet has to be shaped as creating some kind of believable threat:
connecting it to dehumanisation in one example.
Another way cyberphobia plays out on screen is via the framing of the Internet as both a geographic place and, notably, a badlands.
The Badlands of the Internet
In the romantic-comedy Can't Hardly Wait (1998), a brief exchange transpires between two teenage nerds, Geoff (Joel Michaely) and Murphy (Jay Paulson):
Geoff:
Isn't this the weekend that you're supposed to meet your girlfriend from the Internet?
Murphy:
Yeah, but she has some photo shoot in Fiji . . . for a catalog or something.
Geoff:
Oh, man. That sucks.
Murphy:
Yeah. I guess that's just the price you pay for dating Christie Turlington.
Here, the notion of a person being from the Internet is verbalised, an idea that gets repeated widely on screen. In the "Hammerhead Sharks" episode of the legal-drama The Practice (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) , the sister (Dreya Weber) of a murder victim remarks, "Well, I can't believe she would go off and meet up with some stranger from the Internet. More than just being any place, on screen the Internet continues to be framed as a site where people are more likely to be different, creepy or completely dangerous. Just as thinking about the Internet as a place is not new, neither is thinking of it -or framing it on screenas dangerous. Since the earliest days of the Web, discussions have used the metaphor of the "Wild West" (Rosewarne 2016a) . While this idea can describe a new and exciting electronic "frontier", more commonly the metaphor is deployed to reference lawlessness. In his 1990
essay on cyberspace for example, John Perry Barlow described a world that would later constitute a popular screen portrayal: "the actual natives [of cyberspace] are solitary and independent, sometimes to the point of sociopathy. It is of course a perfect breeding ground for outlaws and new ideas about liberty" (Barlow 1990: p. 45 ). In 1997, cultural theorists John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt went so far as to identify a series of parallels between the Internet and the actual Wild West, including, "In the Wild West almost anything could occur.
There was no one to enforce overall law and order, only isolated packets of local law. The same is true in cyberspace" (Arquilla & Ronfeldt 1997: p. 242 In film, the Internet can be presented as a physical space through dialogue ( Internet is not a space. That is, the Internet lacks space, but since the concept of space is so important for language users, spatial metaphors linguistically compensate the lack of space" (Tokar 2009: p. 19 ). Depicting the Internet as a place a person can be from, or go to, helps give a something without space a physical form, an essential component in filmmaking. Of course, more than just any place, the place is commonly depicted as notably scary and unknowable, in turn creating necessary threat and tension in a narrative.
A third negative frame common in portrayals of the Internet is that the technology makes its users vulnerable; that the nature of Internet use makes it a dangerous place.
The Inherent Vulnerabilities
Another kind of geographic presentation of the Internet is the technology somehow existing exclusively inside a computer or cell phone, alternatively that predatory behaviour transpires exclusively "in there" and thus can be contained there; something depicted widely on screen through dialogue and in action. In the romantic-comedy You 've Got Mail (1998) 
Kathy:
It scares me.
Elliot:
Honey, it scares me too. But I can't just walk into a room a restrain the guy.
Kathy:
Why not?
Elliot:
I mean, these predators. You tell me where they are. I can't hear them, Later in the episode Elliot tells his daughter, "You know how I lock up all the doors and windows? Now they're coming in through there"; again he points to the computer. In the made-for-television drama The Craigslist Killer, Detective Bennett (William Baldwin) verbalises a similar concern, "Used to be able to see who the bad guys were, right? Now it's all text and emails and websites. Creeps are hiding in our houses and we don't even know who they are."
A key element that enables the Internet to be perceived as possessing inherent vulnerabilities is anonymity: that the possibility of deception makes crime online unique. In one Framing the Internet on screen as dangerous is primarily a way to ratchet up tension. Crime has long had an important role in screen fiction (Miller 2012) 
Conclusion
Ubiquitous Internet use off-screen is a reality largely absent from the screen (Rosewarne 2016a; Rosewarne 2016b shortcomings and thus we fear it because it is changing our lives so rapidly and yet our understanding of precisely how is limited. Equally, to justify the inclusion of something as mundane as ordinary Internet use in a screen narrative it needs to lead somewhere: to move a plot forward or, at the very least, to reveal something about a character. The representations of the Internet as discussed throughout this paper are thus skewed towards fear, danger and perversion because such scenes make for much more interesting -more dramatic -viewing than an online search for a restaurant location or cheap price on shampoo.
